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Deep Sound Hunting – When Sounds Build Music

One hears repeatedly that we live in a ‘visually oriented 

society’ 

even though the ear tells the eye where to look1.

How we listen creates our life . Listening is the basis of all 

culture2.

Animals are Deep Listeners . When you enter an environ-

ment where there are birds, insects or animals, they are 

listening to you completely . You are received . Your pres-

ence may be the difference between life and death for the 

creatures of the environment . Listening is survival!3.

If you are too narrow in your awareness of sounds, you 

are likely to be disconnected from your environment4.

Pauline Oliveros

1 P. Oliveros, Sounding the Margins: Collected Writings 1992–2009, ed. by L. Hall, S. Dempster 
(Afterword), J.L. Adams (Foreword), M. Buzzarté (Contributor), Kingston 2010, p. 80.

2 Ibidem, p. 76.
3 P. Oliveros, Deep Listening: A Composer’s Sound Practice, New York 2005, p. xxv.
4 Ibidem.
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Some aspects of the perception of sound  
and the differentiation of sound space (‘private’ and ‘public’)5

Despite the fact that sound is generally considered a natural phenomenon ex-
terior to people, its definition is mostly treated as anthropocentric6. The defi-
nition, formulated by the physiologist Johannes Müller already in the mid-19th 
century, according to which “without the organ of hearing with its vital endow-
ments, there would be no such thing as sound in the world, but merely vibra-
tions”7, today raises a number of different issues. While some of them refer to 
the examination of different sources that produce and emit vibrations in the air, 
the result of which is the creation of sounds perceived by man, others problem-
atize the possibilities of perceiving vibrations through other senses.

Results of analyses and investigations of physical-acoustic characteristics of 
sound, in addition to new philosophical-ontological approaches to the study of 
different aspects of its appearance, have led to a revision of existing interpre-
tations of this phenomenon, which in turn has changed the perspectives on its 
manifestation, production and perception. Major factors that create the need 
for constant (re-)examination of the phenomenon of sound include those be-
longing to a group of medical, educational-pedagogical or practical-functional 
needs. All these factors affect both the permanent evolution of methods that 
help sharpen and improve the sense of hearing, and the intensive technological 
progress and sophistication of different kinds of technical equipment that pro-
duce, emit, amplify or transform sound.

Moreover, the phenomenon of sound can also be viewed from the perspec-
tive of its location, extension and perception, with a possible dichotomy between 
the public sphere and the private sphere. A good example of this, one which 
led to the separation of the private from the public sphere, was the invention 
of headphones, which enabled the creation of a private acoustic space for the 
person using them, thus isolating them from the other people in their environ-
ment8. And while the ‘public’ sphere could include any sound consciously and 
unconsciously perceived by man through his sense of hearing (all the sounds 

5 In this paper I use quotation marks (“ ”) for quotations (quoted sentences or quoted phrases) 
and single quotation marks (‘’) for words and phrases used figuratively and metaphorically.

6 Cf . J. Sterne, The Audible Past – Cultural Origins of Sound Reproduction, Durham–London 
2003, p. 11.

7 J. Müller, Elements of Physiology, Philadelphia 1843, p. 714.
8 Headsets helped their users to listen for distance – to hear very faint, indistinct, and distant 

sounds, stretching the existing capacity of their radios and their ears. Through the isolation, 
the headphones can intensify and localize listeners’ auditory fields, making it much easier to 
pay attention to minute sonic details and faint sounds. Cf . J. Sterne, op . cit., p. 87.
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from man’s immediate and broader surroundings), the ‘private’ sphere implies 
the isolated complex in which the concentration of sound is directed at man as 
the ‘owner’ of that sound space. However, the question arises as to whether and 
in what way the private sphere can cross over into the public sphere, that is, by 
what method the sound particles residing in the public sphere (accessible to ev-
eryone) can become private ‘property’ of an individual.

The answer to this very question can be found in the philosophical-aesthetic 
theory or, rather, poetics, of the composer Pauline Oliveros (1932–2016)9, as well 
as in the practical instructions of this accordionist and performer, which the author 
herself called Deep Listening10. Oliveros shaped her poetics as a composer-perform-
er, as a creator who through her own theoretically founded belief advocated the 
view that every sound has (aesthetic) potential to be ‘exploited’ and functionalized 
in different ways, both as a separate sound particle and as part of a broader sonic 
space, even the musical one. Thus formulated, the philosophical-aesthetic concep-
tion of Pauline Oliveros reveals modernist tendencies by virtue of which music is 
given greater autonomy than it has been traditionally granted, not only through her 
own compositional poetics, but also through the possibility for anyone to ‘find’ and 
‘hunt down’ sounds which they will then translate into their own music.

The perception of sound and its poetic and aesthetic  
functionalization through the concept of Deep Listening  
by Pauline Oliveros

In the introductory chapter of her 2005 book Deep Listening: A  Composer’s 

Sound Practice, responding to questions concerning the purpose, methods and 
goals of the concept of Deep Listening, Pauline Oliveros laid the foundations for 
her theoretical-practical platform. This platform is based on a process of prac-
tising listening with the understanding of complex sound waves transmitted 
from the outside world to the auditory cortex, requiring active attention11.

9 Oliveros was born on 30 May 1932 in Houston, TX. She studied at the University of Houston 
(1949–1952) and San Francisco State University (1957). In San Francisco she was among a hand-
ful of experimental composers including Steve Reich and Terry Riley who were developing new 
music at the San Francisco Tape Music Center. Oliveros earned international recognition. New 
York Times music critic John Rockwell described her 1965 composition Bye Bye Butterfly as 
“one of the most beautiful pieces of music to emerge from the 60s”, see the obituary notice, 
[online:] http://adminrecords.ucsd.edu/Notices/2016/2016-12-2-1.html [accessed: 12.10.2017].

10 Deep Listening became a program of Pauline Oliveros Foundation, founded in 1985.
11 Cf . P. Oliveros, Deep Listening…, p. xxi. “Prompted by experience and learning listening takes 

place voluntarily”. Ibidem.
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One of the main premises underpinning this concept refers to the existence 
of a considerable difference between hearing and listening12, given that reac-
tions to information transmitted from the auditory organs to the brain can take 
place consciously and unconsciously13. Consciousness, which represents aware-
ness of stimuli and the simultaneous reaction to the stimuli, is key to the process 
of Deep Listening. It operates with what is present as well as what is remem-
bered, that is, with what was learned in the past and stored in memory (such as 
information, events, feelings, experiences, and everything else that can be called 
up from the past).

Sound perception is determined by two dimensions, frequency and the lev-
el of sound stimulus. Anatomically, the human ear has perceptive limitations 
which depend on hearing frequencies as well as the dynamic level. The hearing 
frequencies based on which vibrations or waves reach the auditory cortex and 
are received as tones range from about 16 Hz (lower limit) to the upper hearing 
limit, which is normally between 16 and 20 thousand Hz (20 kHz). However, 
given that humans can discern exact pitch (intonation) within ranges that are 
even narrower than the aforementioned one, approximately between 32 Hz and 
5 kHz, this means that the entire spectrum of sounds outside of this frequen-
cy range (which is, of course, within the limits of hearing) represents potential 
that can be functionalized in a way that it becomes an aesthetic (sound) object. 
Sound is given a broader context and is not limited only to sound produced by 
music or speech, but now it encompasses all perceptive vibrations (sonic for-
mations), while attention is focused on the interaction between sounds and si-
lences or the “sound/silent continuum”14, a phrase coined by Pauline Oliveros.

Besides loudness and pitch, the third most important characteristic (attri-
bute) of sound is its timbre. Owing to its specific acoustic quality, timbre – 
elaborated by Hermann von Helmholtz in his theory of timbre15 – is difficult to 
qualify precisely in words. For lack of precise technical terms by which the lis-
tener could describe timbre, that is, for lack of an efficient sound metalanguage, 
an approximate description of timbre and its qualities mostly relies on the lan-
guage of metaphors, that is, adjectives used in different contexts. Thus, a tone 

12 “To hear is the physical means that enables perception. To listen is to give attention to what 
is perceived both acoustically and psychologically. […] The listening process continues and 
can be cultivated throughout one’s lifetime”. Ibidem, p. xxii. Before Pauline Oliveros, it was 
Jonathan Sterne who pointed to the difference between hearing and listening. “Hearing turns 
a certain range of vibrations into perceptible sounds”. J. Sterne, op . cit., p. 96.

13 Namely, a far greater amount of information transmitted by the sense of hearing to the brain 
is perceived unconsciously. Cf . ibidem .

14 Cf . P. Oliveros, Deep Listening…, p. xxiv.
15 Cf . J. Sterne, op . cit., p. 65.
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is described as: shrill, rasping, rough, soft, gentle, distorted, sharp, bright, dark, 
light and so on. All of these features of timbre show that how a certain sound 
is qualified depends on the listener’s experience, as well as their subjective per-
ception. It is by applying the technique of Deep Listening, which advocates con-
scious and careful listening, that the range of sound timbres is expanded and 
practical experience is gained through contact with them.

Technological and scientific progress (the evolution of acoustics and elec-
troacoustics in particular), as well as the development of musical instruments 
and the invention, application and development of specific devices (such as the 
phonograph, recorder, processor and the like), has affected each of these attri-
butes to a greater or lesser extent, while in my view in this day and age – which 
has witnessed unimaginable advances in the development of electronic devices, 
computers and audio software – the biggest change is taking place in the field 
of timbre. These very innovations, which have opened up possibilities for using 
untypical sounds, such as electroacoustically processed sounds, sounds from 
nature and man’s environment, or sounds generated by applying specific sound 
effects to traditional acoustic instruments such as the sound of prepared piano 
and the like, have enabled modern composers and music authors to experiment 
with sound and discover new sonic worlds. Deep Listening represents a mod-
ernist theoretical construct which aims to help discover new sonic worlds.

Sound exists everywhere around us, and it is only a matter of locating its 
space/time continuum and then, as if it were a sonic image or a series of son-
ic images appearing in the consciousness16, process it so that it becomes an 
aesthetic object. The concept of Deep Listening could thus be encapsulated in 
a single sentence. This sentence could be likened to a ramified theoretical ‘tree’ 
which has ontological implications already at its root, while its upper branches 
and crown are covered with objectivist (autonomous) and phenomenological 
potential on the basis of which a work of art, that is, a music work is approached. 
Therefore, I believe that the concept of Deep Listening has well-founded ele-
ments by virtue of which it can advocate a specific ontological pluralism, which 
provides it with an interpretation of the existence of music as an autonomous 
music object. Justification for such a position can be found in the theoretical 
starting point from which ontology of a music work is established17.

16 First, the sense of hearing registers sound but also processes it, meaning that it analyses it and, 
on that basis, creates complex sonic images in the consciousness. Osnovni principi rada čula 

sluha, [online:] http://telekomunikacije.etf.bg.ac.rs/predmeti/te4e/Akustika_09_Osnovni_prin-
ci pi _rada_cula_sluha.pdf [accessed: 12.10.2017].

17 “Identification of ontological ‘habitations’ of music can be realized in markedly different per-
ceptions and phenomena: in the abstractions of Platonic idealism, in the potential, acoustic in-
clusiveness and infiniteness of the harmonic series, in the dualities and ‘idealism’ of individual 
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Deep Listening is also a form of meditation impossible to attain without dis-
ciplined practice, (mental and physical) relaxation and total concentration. The 
practice of Deep Listening aids creativity (of new art forms) in both art and life. 
Based on this philosophical and poetic stance of Pauline Oliveros, I deem it ab-
solutely justified to make the connection between her artistic and life credo and 
the philosophical-poetic and aesthetic orientation espoused by representatives 
of American “experimental” music. Namely, it is legitimate to raise the question 
of whether the experimentalists18 ever honoured the lasting value of a music 
work, and whether they ever wanted to create works of art or were, rather, tak-
en with Cage’s idea of “erasing the difference between art and life – in favour of 
life, in which there is no room for deriving narcissistic pleasure from precious 
and eternally valuable objects of art”19. Furthermore, similarities can also be 
found in the perception of the listener, who now strives to get an impression of 
the form and whole of a work and who, in order to understand “experimental” 
music, needs “new ears”, as Cage once put it20. Such a concept, which stands for 
a new interpretation of sound perception, opens up possibilities for an inde-
pendent shaping of the sound flow and a selection of sound substances.

theoretical phenomena of Platonic-acoustic opposites, in the dynamics of the relationship be-
tween the inventor and the discoverer, the imaginative and the morphological; in the interde-
pendence of psychological, reflexive and compositional-technical processes and embodiments, 
in the structure of ‘sets’ of musical objects; furthermore, it can also be identified in notes, 
sounds, perceptions, silences […] always bearing in mind that because these location ranges 
of ontological problem matter have such different and complex natures, it is also necessary 
to confront the phenomenological moments in them”. M. Veselinović-Hofman, Pred muzički 

mdelom . Ogledi o međusobnim projekcijam aestetike, poetike I stilistike muzike 20 . veka: jedna 

muzikološka vizura [Before a Work of Music. A Study on Mutual Projections of Aesthetics, Po-
etics and Stylistics of 20th-Century Music: a Musicological View], Beograd 2007, p. 9. A great 
number of these ‘habitation points’ based on which the ontological aspect of a music work 
can be examined coincides with the recourses elaborated by Pauline Oliveros in her philo-
sophical-aesthetic and poetic theory as well as in her concept of performing and performance. 
Oliveros explained that the source for Deep Listening as a practice comes from her experience 
as a composer of concert music, as a performer and improviser. Deep Listening comes from 
noticing her listening or listening to her listening and discerning the effects on her mind/body 
continuum, from listening to others, to art and to life. Cf . P. Oliveros, op . cit., p. xxiii.

18 Th e term used by Michael Nyman to refer to representatives of American “experimental” 
20th-century music, whose originator was John Cage. M. Nyman, Experimental Music – Cage 

and Beyond, second edition, Cambridge–New York 1999, p. 9.
19 F. Filipović, Beleške o Džonu Kejdžu [Writings about John Cage], [in:] Džon Kejdž . Radovi/tek-

stovi 1939– 1979 [John Cage. Papers/Texts 1939–1979], ed. by M. Savić, F. Filipović, Beograd 
1981, p. x.

20 M. Masnikosa, Muzički minimalizam: američka paradigma i differentia specifica u ostvarenji-

ma grupe beogradskih kompozitora [Musical Minimalism – the American Paradigm and Dif-
ferentia Specifica in the Works of the Group of Composers Opus 4], Beograd 1998, p. 31.
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Also, there are two modes of listening21. Sound can, furthermore, incorpo-
rate certain signifiers (signs) which help the listener discover a symbolic con-
nection of a sound with its source or with another familiar or ‘imaginary’ or-
igin. That way, in the listener’s consciousness sonic images are ‘translated’, as 
symbolic representations, into visual events/images. Therefore we can say that 
Deep Listening is intense listening that includes the sounds of daily life, of na-
ture, or one’s own thoughts as well as musical sounds. It also includes all sounds 
that expand the boundaries of perception, which implies all “sounds – language 
and the nature of its sound as well as natural sound and technological sound”22.

Natural sounds give the listener the opportunity to conceive a different envi-
ronmental and/or atmospheric context of that kind of sound. As distinct from 
that kind of sound, industrial sound is often exaggerated and excessive, par-
ticularly since it is generated by sounds produced by machines and industrial 
equipment23.

Toward a new way of listening through Deep Listening

Composers and other musicians of the 20th century formed a new relationship 
to sound and thus began to experiment with it in various ways. While some 
composers used sounds produced by acoustic instruments to refer to certain 
sounds from nature and man’s surroundings (such as Olivier Messiaen and oth-
ers), other composers incorporated direct recordings of the sounds of nature 
into their music works, like, for instance, the Finnish composer Einojuhani Rau-
tavaara, who introduced birds as equal ‘performers’ into his orchestral compo-
sition Cantus Arcticus (Op. 61, Concerto for Birds and Orchestra, 1972), having 
previously tape-recorded their birdsong. 

In addition, certain composers like Edgard Varèse, John Cage and Karlheinz 
Stockhausen treated sound as a living matter which can be moulded independent 
of various limitations, thus including a wide range of sounds, noises, indefinite 

21 Focal listening garners detail from any sound and global listening brings expansion through 
the whole field of sound, and when both modes are utilized and balanced there is connection 
with all that there is. Cf . P. Oliveros, Quantum Listening: From Practice to Theory (to Practice 

Practice), “Music Works” 76, Spring 2000, p. 37.
22 Cf . ibidem, p. 39.
23 The sounds of machines dominate and are a constant ubiquitous presence. There is no court-

ing of silence. Urban sound levels continue to rise in a great cacophonic puzzle. Cf . ibidem, 
p. 40. “The level of awareness of soundscape brought about by Deep Listening can lead to the 
possibility of shaping the sound technology and of urban environments. Deep Listening de-
signers, engineers and city planners could enhance the quality of life as well as sound artists, 
composers and musicians”. P. Oliveros, Deep Listening…, p. xxv.
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and definite pitches, electronic devices (such as sirens) and the like24. Europe-
an avant-garde composers (such as Karlheinz Stockhausen, Pierre Boulez, Györ-
gy Ligeti and others) and composers of American “experimental” music (such as 
Morton Feldman, Terry Riley, Christian Wolff, La Monte Young, John Cage, Phil-
ip Glass, Steve Reich and others) were also on a quest for new sonic worlds25.

A  specific colouristic contribution was also made by members of the Pol-
ish School, headed by Krzysztof Penderecki, Witold Szalonek and others, who, 
through a monochromatic scoring and particular music material, arrived at white 
noise in their sonic outcome. White noise, produced as a result of a contrapuntal 
interweave of monochromatic melodic lines which are repetitively restated with 
minimal changes, would, decades later in software audio production, become 
sound material employed in works of electronic music composers and artists.

On the other hand, certain composers began exploring new possibilities of 
acoustic instruments, not only in order to test and apply their technical poten-
tial, but also in search of new sonic and timbre qualities. One such experimen-
tal endeavor was the composition of music for prepared piano by modern com-
posers such as Henry Dixon Cowell, Samuel Conlon Nancarrow, John Cage and 
many others. It can be said that the use of prepared piano, as an avant-garde 
tendency that appeared in the first half of the 20th century, is also present today 
in works of certain composers of contemporary experimental music, who use 
prepared piano together with samplers and other modern electronic devices for 
sound recording and processing.

The expansion of the sound spectrum in the second half of the 20th century 
was also due to the fact that composers started using sounds directly from the 
environment in the very act of creating and performing music. One such ex-
periment was carried out in 1988 by a group of musicians made up of Pauline 
Oliveros, Stuart Dempster and Peter Ward (known as Panaiotis). On a quest for 
new sound effects, they carried out their music project in an underground cis-
tern in the state of Washington in the USA, whose acoustics they used in order 
to produce a unique sound amalgam of their joint improvised music-making 
(playing) and the cistern’s sound ‘response’ to their improvisation.

24 Unlike Edgard Varèse, who was trying to produce new sounds on already existing instru-
ments, futurists were creating new instruments so as to imitate sounds of existing instru-
ments and ambiences. D. Stojanović-Novičić, Oblaci i zvuci savremene muzike [Clouds and 

Sounds of Modern Music], Beograd 2007, p. 16.
25 Minimalist works of American composers dominated by two kinds of processes – 1. repetitive 

(built on the basis of rhythm and melody as rhythmic-melodic patterns which are repetitively 
restated), and 2. continual (built on the basis of timbre and harmony achieved by a combina-
tion of long-sounding tones) – brought with them an entirely new attitude towards the sound 
substance, having introduced radical changes into the very treatment of music material.
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Finally, composers and creators of contemporary experimental music, who 
have the benefit of an entire musical heritage behind them and ahead of them, 
not only the vast sound potential of both traditional and new (analogue and dig-
ital) music instruments but also the possibility of using cutting edge technolo-
gies such as hardware (computers and other electronic devices) and software 
(programs for music production or live performing), are setting up their own 
sound ‘laboratories’ where they record, produce, reproduce and variously ma-
nipulate sound26. It is precisely the concept of Deep Listening that supports and 
‘promotes’ such laboratories in which experiments of mixing and combining 
sound particles and timbre nuances are carried out.

Five experimental ‘interventions’ interpreted  
from the standpoint of Deep Listening

The study will present five music examples in which composers and music art-
ists have variously approached ‘deep hunting’ of sound particles and their trans-
position into music language. All the selected composers, artists and perform-
ers, who differ in terms of their poetic, aesthetic, generic and other tendencies, 
can nonetheless be said to belong, owing to many shared characteristics, in the 
group of experimentalists which introduced, to a greater or lesser degree, spe-
cific innovations in the field of music. Firstly, I have chosen John Cage and Philip 
Glass, as representatives of American “experimental” music; secondly, there is 
Pauline Oliveros, who demonstrated the applicability of her theoretical-phil-
osophical concept of Deep Listening through her poetics and live performing. 
And lastly, I have selected two contemporary artists, both of whom create in 
the field of experimental music. Both artists fully exploit the technical poten-
tial of their instruments, creating hybrid and timbre-complex sound tissues by 
combining and synthesizing different sounds (analogue or/with digital). While 
the first artist, Jasna Veličković, has patented a new instrument that produces 
pure analogue sound for the purposes of her creative work and experimentation 
with sound, the second, Volker Bertelmann, better known as Hauschka, uses the 

26 The Youth Culture – Generation X – is transforming music and creating new values across 
cultural divides. DJs are re-mixing the artifacts of recorded music cultures as performances. 
They are listening differently. They are deconstructing recorded music and turning recorded 
sound into live performance. Cf . P. Oliveros, Quantum Listening…, p. 42. We should add that 
thanks to television, the Internet and other means of communication, today sounds travel at 
an inconceivable speed. Live performances of musicians and artists can nowadays be followed 
via YouTube by a hundred times more people than those who are in the immediate vicinity of 
the ‘source’ of sound at the time, making sound ‘accessible’ to a wider audience. 
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medium of prepared piano and electronic devices in his quest for new acoustic 
and electroacoustic qualities of sound, often simulating contemporary genres of 
electronic music, such as techno music, on his instrument.

1. John Cage (1912–1992) – Water Walk27

Sounds, those ambient sounds and sounds of silence – all the sounds in time! 
We can thus capture, in the most condensed form, the basic poetic principles 
of John Cage.

Following the example of Anton Webern and Erik Satie, John Cage under-
stood the importance of music’s time dimension. Cage realized that there is no 
real dichotomy between sound and silence, but rather that silence is a field of 
unintentional sounds (sounds coming from our surroundings, sounds of our 
own body…). According to him, man can rely on the fact that even sounds called 
silence, which do not form part of a music composition, nevertheless exist28.

In addition, Cage transposed silence from time into space surrounded by 
sounds and so proved that each listening intention is capable of declaring each 
duration a musical duration, therefore questioning the validity of the division 
of time into musical and physical, seeing as, according to Cage, “every physical 
time can be ‘musicalized’ by a mere listening intention”29. All this shows that 
Cage’s views anticipated those of Pauline Oliveros and heralded her later theory 
of a new form of listening through the concept of Deep Listening.

Cage’s treatment of sound and silence, as well as his philosophical reflexions 
on the phenomenon of time, can be understood from a very typical work of his, 
Water Walk (1959), which was intended for solo television performance involv-
ing a large number of props and a special single-track tape30. Since the work was 
meant to be performed on a television show, and because of its performative 
character, it can be interpreted as a theatrical piece.

For Water Walk, Cage rounded up a variety of ‘instruments’ all to do with 
that liquid – a bathtub, a pitcher, ice cubes in a mixer – and the unconventional 
symphony they produce culminates in the Rube Goldbergian mixing of a drink, 

27 John Cage. Water Walk, [online:] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SSulycqZH-U [accessed: 
12.10.2017].

28 “The world is teeming with them and, in fact, is never without them”. He stresses that “there 
are sounds which are always heard, as long as there are ears to hear them”. Cf. J. Cage, Kom-

pozicija kao proces, [in:] Džon Kejdž…, p. 34.
29 Ibidem.
30 The work was composed in 1959 and premiered on “Lascia o  Raddoppia”, a  TV program 

broadcast in Milan (5 Feb. 1959), and subsequently performed on “I’ve Got a Secret”, the pop-
ular American game show, on 24 Feb. 1960.
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the sipping of which the composition dictates about two and a half minutes in. 
Naturally, Cage being Cage, the piece incorporates audience’s reaction noises31. 
The instruments he used were: a water pitcher, an iron pipe, a goose call, a bot-
tle of wine, an electric mixer, a whistle, a sprinkling can, ice cubes, two cymbals, 
a mechanical fish, a quail call, a rubber duck, a tape recorder, a vase of roses, 
a seltzer siphon, five radios, a bathtub and a grand piano32.

What, then, is the hidden treasure of this piece? While Water Walk does not 
have a clearly prescribed musical form or contain the standard musical compo-
nents (melody, rhythm, harmony, metre, tempo, orchestration, articulation and 
so on) which might make it a music work in the traditional sense – as a result of 
which it is classified as an experimental piece – there is nonetheless in its mate-
rial, which keeps to the time measured by a stopwatch, a mathematically precise 
rhythmic pulse. The beat level of this piece can also be determined by measur-
ing a quarter-tone between the first two pulses: 1. by placing the mechanical 
fish on the piano’s strings, and 2. by plucking the strings, on the basis of which 
meter, rhythm and tempo of the piece can be established.

Cage’s vibration of the fish and plucking of the piano strings define the har-
monic plane of his work, so we can say that the whole piece is in G. The steps 
Cage constantly makes walking from one ‘instrument’ to another and all the ac-
tions he performs in order to activate these instruments (putting the ice cubes 
in a glass, squeezing the rubber duck, watering the flowers, turning the pres-
sure cooker on and off, etc.) can serve to determine the pulsation and rhythm of 
the piece. Material from the tape recorder, which contains the processed vocal 
(also against the background of tone G) and additional effects all of which are 
sequentially repeated, further enhances the entire sonic ambience of this ‘mu-
sic scene’/‘theatre music’. A very interesting minor third interval takes place be-
tween the ‘intonation’ of the mixer when it is turned on (tone B) and the tone of 
the piano which Cage presses on (tone G), confirming once more the harmonic 
plane, this time in G minor. Based on the time lapse between the activation of 
these instruments, as well as the pulsation of the steps, we are able to estimate 
that the piece occurs in a tempo of some 94 BPM.

31 L. Paolini, John Cage’s Secret, [online:] http://www.johncage.org/blog/paolini-cage-eds-editlp.
pdf [accessed: 12.10.2017]. When host Gary Moore warns him that certain members of the 
studio audience will laugh, Cage responds: “I consider laughter better than tears”. As the list 
scrolls by, the audience laughs louder and louder in disbelief. Ibidem .

32 The very dramaturgical culmination of this music work for theatre/television is the turning 
on of five radios, whereby Cage intended to capture the babble of different voices produced 
by the selected radio stations, which was supposed to result in white noise as a specific sound 
effect. The piece was originally written to incorporate five radios (they could not be plugged 
in during the broadcast because of a union dispute).
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2. Philip Glass (born 1937) – 1+1 33

The rhythmic composition 1+1 from 1967 is an experimental piece by Philip Glass 
which brings to the fore the repetitive technique and regular pulse, but also Glass’ 
specific innovation – repetition with the addition of certain segments of the model 
being repeated – a procedure first presented to the public precisely in this work. Al-
though the work had originally been written for one performer and an amplified ta-
ble top as an instrument, it can also be performed collectively. The player performs 
by tapping the table top with his fingers or knuckles. Two rhythmic units, which 
build the block of 1+1, are combined in regular arithmetic progressions34.

The most salient feature of this work, which consists of two rhythmic figures 
and a set of instructions on how these figures should be performed, is the con-
stant repetition of a model, which can be endlessly repeated and expanded at 
the performer’s discretion. According to Glass’ instructions, the performer can 
repeat each of these figures as many times as he wants during a single entry of 
a model, bearing in mind that the succession of modified models in time reveals 
some kind of action intended by the performer, albeit a brief one35.

This minimalist work of Glass’ suggests a new way of constructing sonic archi-
tecture in which repetitive and additive processes that constitute rhythmic pro-
gression are carried out against a background of pure rhythm. The nature of the 
additive-repetitive procedure implemented by Glass in this and other works pro-
motes a new form of perception, a motto thus described by Glass: “What makes 
a music work new is not some new harmony or some new kind of tonal organi-
zation, but a new perception”36 or, as it were, a fresh way of (deep) researching of 
sound which once was just a rustic and imperceptible (clang) sound.

3. Deep Listening Band (Pauline Oliveros,  

Stuart Dempster, Panaiotis) – Deep Listening album37

Guided by the same motivation, a group of composers made up of composer 
and accordionist Pauline Oliveros, composer and trombonist Stuart Dempster 

33 Ph. Glass, 1+1, [online:] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYAyPre0vD8 [accessed: 12.10.2017].
34 Glass’ works in 1967 progress from Strung Out, Music in the Shape of a Square and In Again Out 

Again to the fully-fledged additive process of One Plus One (originally 1+1), written when he 
began lessons with Alla Rakha, Shankar’s long-time tabla accompanist, who was living in New 
York. It is here rather than in Paris that the Indian influence comes to the fore. Cf . E. Strickland, 
Philip Glass, [in:] The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, electronic edition.

35 M. Masnikosa, op . cit., p. 49.
36 Ibidem.
37 P. Oliveros, S. Dempster, Panaiotis, Deep Listening, [online:] https://www.youtube.com/wa-

tch?v=U__lpPDTUS4 [accessed: 12.10.2017].
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and vocal artist and composer Panaiotis set up a band called Deep Listening 
Band in 1988 in order to perform in unusual venues whose specific acoustic 
qualities were conducive to different kinds of experimentation with sound. Over 
the next 25 years, the ensemble made a number of recordings in interesting res-
onant spaces around the world. The same year that the band was founded, on 
8 October, their first album was recorded in a completely unexpected place – 
The Dan Harpole Cistern38.

Inside the cistern, the famed 45-second reverb is created by several conver-
gent factors. The entire cylindrical space is made of concrete – nearly 61 meter 
(200 feet) in diameter and 4.3 meter (14 feet) high. Holding up the massive ceil-
ing are 89 concrete pillars, and the sound reflecting off the pillars and sealed off, 
save a small hatch one climbs through to enter, helps create the reverb – virtu-
ally cancelling out all harmonics and creating a smooth frequency response39.

According to Dempster:

Playing in the cistern teaches two things to a musician: one is having a secure 

tonal center, and the other is intonation. If the attack is unstable, the reverbera-

tion captures all of that instability. If intonation is not accurate, the cistern lets 

one know. Make errors in either and one receives information back that is pro-

foundly annoying. When one stops a mistake in a normal playing environment, 

the mistake has the decency to stop – not so with the cistern!40

38 Located in the northwest of Washington state, at the northern tip of the Olympic Peninsula, 
situated in Puget Sound, is Fort Worden State Park, whose purpose was to fend off the attacks 
of the Imperial Japanese Army, whereas today it is a national park and a retreat for artists. On 
the grounds of the Park is Centrum, an artist residency founded in 1980, and underneath this 
fort is a 2 million-gallon concrete cistern, now empty – The Dan Harpole Cistern. The cistern 
was built to store water in case the Peninsula came under siege by Imperial Japan. Since World 
War II it has sat empty – a massive concrete vault where sound resonates unlike almost any-
where else. The acoustic is so unique that dozens of artists have come to record here since the 
late 1980s. Cf . N. Evans, The Cistern Chapel: Resonance from the Pacific Northwest, [online:]
http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/cistern-chapel/ [accessed: 12.10.2017].

39 Ibidem . The Cistern was available to be used by musicians and recording artists as part of 
Centrum’s Creative Residency Program. Because of Stuart Dampster’s active involvement 
with so many people as a teacher and performer, both students and colleagues began to work 
and make recordings in the cistern. Perhaps unsurprisingly considering his own interest in 
improvisation, many of the people who have recorded there are jazz musicians in the com-
munity. Cf . ibidem. No more than six people are allowed in the Cistern at any one time, due 
to limited airflow in the chamber. One person must be stationed on top by the Cistern for the 
duration of the use of the facility for emergency purposes, and must carry a cell phone. Cf . 
Dan Harpole Cistern at Fort Worden State Park, [online:] http://centrum.org/dan-harpole-
cistern-at-fort-worden-state-park/ [accessed: 12.10.2017].

40 Ibidem.
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Oliveros finds that the experience 
becomes similar to collectively playing 
an instrument. The cistern space, in ef-
fect, is an instrument played simultane-
ously by all three composers (involved in 
Deep Listening Band). The instruments 
– which are being played without any 
electronic processing – are accordion, 
didjeridu (didgeridoo), trombone, voice 
and found metal pieces. The tonal qual-
ities produced by each performer are 
constantly changed by interaction with 
the cistern acoustics, making it seem as 
if many more instruments are present41.

By performing and recording music 
in a cistern, Deep Listening Band made 
an incredibly big and revolutionary 
step towards new ways of discovering 
and understanding the phenomenon of 
sound. Playing in a cistern whose acous-
tics creates a (natural) 45-second reverb 
poses a challenge, but at the same time 
produces a magical effect that can be felt 
only by those who happen to be in the cistern. In these, we might say, strictly con-
trolled circumstances imposed by the acoustics of the space, musicians must have 
absolute concentration, which involves not only constant and subtle listening to 
the other band members but also the echo or ‘response’ made by the interior of 
the cistern along with all the elements inside it. While improvising on their instru-
ments, musicians do not have the freedom to make sudden contrasts, either on 
the level of melody, harmony and rhythm or on the level of tempo and dynamics. 
Musicians are required to establish ‘deep’ communication with all the other mem-
bers (see photograph 1).

4. Jasna Veličković (born 1974) – Deep Listening through velicon42

Jasna Veličković is a Serbian composer and performer based in Amsterdam. Her 
music material often derives from existing music pieces shadowing or looking 

41 Ibidem .

42 Jasna Veličković & Seijiro Murayama – Résidence GMEA, [online:] https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Bp32oH3Z1vQ [accessed: 12.10.2017].

Photograph 1. Pauline Oliveros in the Dan 
Harpole Cistern at Fort Worden State Park. 
Photo by David Conklin. Reproduction of 
the photograph by courtesy of the Pauline 
Oliveros Trust.
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awry at the original43. Most recently she has been building a new performing 
setup made out of permanent magnets and coils. This project is a new install-
ment of her ongoing artistic research whose aim is the creation of tools that 
facilitate playing on instruments or objects using the transformative acoustic 
possibilities of the electromagnetic field.

In search of a new medium through which she could best reach into the in-
exhaustible source of the sound spectrum and touch the most singular frequen-
cy points in it, Jasna Veličković designed a new instrument called the velicon44. 
The most important thing about this unique instrument is that it produces pure 
analogue (unprocessed) sound. For that reason, when Jasna Veličković creates 
works for this instrument, she prefers not to process the produced sound addi-
tionally, that is, to use any means of its manipulation (such as processors, reso-
nators, effect pedals, and the like).

The only acceptable option for the author is to introduce into her ‘analogue 
sonic space’ another performer, who will add, by playing on his instrument or 
using his voice, along with the analogue signal produced by the velicon, to the 
wealth of the sonic friction governed by magical ‘clashes’ of frequencies and un-
orthodox timbre combinations. Such a way of combining and synthesizing pure 
analogue sound with an instrument (like piano, percussions, electric harp or 
voice) requires that both performers constantly listen to one another attentive-
ly and engage in intense dialogue, much like the dialogue held, several decades 
ago, between members of the Deep Listening Band in the Dan Harpole cistern 
(see photographs 2 and 3, p. 152).

43 A characteristic feature of her poetics is a deconstructivist attitude towards various well-es-
tablished systems, with which she toys in different ways, from one composition to another. 
Cf . Women and Music in Serbia, ed. by La Fondazione Adkins Chiti: Donne in Musica, Spo-
leto 2011, p. 86. Interest in technology and its impact on the world of art is shown in oth-
er works by Veličković: SuperInTellActuallyMadManMade-Machine, 2000, !Dna And?, 2002, 
Good Bach, 2001–2004, Strelka, 2004, 472/XI Variations, 2005, for an orchestra of robots, 
and Sputnik, 2005–2006. The reproduction of the piano sound in Veličković’s recent works 
Shadow Study 1, 2008, and Shadow Study 2, 2008, is reworked. The instrument is transformed 
into a ‘loudspeaker’ and becomes a ‘post piano’ that is played without being touched, thanks 
to the magnetic field generated through a computer and applied directly to the strings that 
vibrate when the performer brings coils above them. From work to work Veličković changes 
her compositional techniques and the musical language she uses and that makes her poetics 
highly ‘reinventive’ in accordance with the renewal and re-mediation that became constants 
of life in the media culture. Ibidem, p. 114. 

44 The velicon is a custom magnetic instrument which creates a special sonic world, with an 
uncanny experimental and unconventional use of the conventional. The instrument offers 
a wide range of electroacoustic-like sonic possibilities produced without using any computer 
or interface that solely depend on the physical movements of the performer and the way the 
instrument is being played.
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Photograph 2. Jasna Veličković plays velicon. Photo by Aldo Aliprandi. Reproduction 
of the photograph from Jasna Veličković’s collection.

Photograph 3. The magnetic instrument velicon. Photo by Katarina Zdjelar. Reproduc-
tion of the photograph from Jasna Veličković’s collection.
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5. Volker Bertelmann, Hauschka (born 1966) – Mount Hood from the 

album Foreign Landscapes (2010)45

Classical music has changed dramatically, and this makes music more fascinat-
ing to listen to and reveals a new colour of thoughts and emotions. It opens up 
new possibilities of reflecting on and looking at one kind of music that without 
a doubt enriches your mind with new innovative thoughts and may influence 
your perception of our world. Hauschka Volker Bertelmann is a German pianist 
and composer who is one of the followers of the innovative approach that ex-
plores the potential of the piano and gives an impulse for the evolution of clas-
sical music46.

Although he claims that he was not aware of his predecessors, who sever-
al decades before undertook similar projects in their exploration of new sound 
and technical possibilities of the piano medium47, Volker Bertelmann found his 
creative credo in the prepared sound.

By changing the sound of the piano – putting various objects between the 
strings (chains, tambourine, bells, tape, wooden sticks, ping pong balls and 
similar devices, which produce an archaic piano strings sound) that alter the 
sound – he creates on a single instrument an incredibly modern melody and 
rhythm that reflect today’s reality of music. Playing the piano and ‘ping pong’ 
at the same time, in the collision of different sounds in the piano’s resonance 
box, Hauschka produces a ‘deep’ internal harmony with a wealth of timbre nu-
ances.

Contribution to the concept of Deep Listening

The main focus of this article was the examination of how the theoretical and 
poetical concept proposed by Pauline Oliveros can be applied to the interpreta-
tion of a wide variety of sound sources, both those which are intentionally pro-
duced by a composer (or his instrument) and those which are formed sponta-
neously and which in terms of ‘deep’ involvement (‘hunting’) become an integral 
part of the sound whole. This means that the theoretical concept of Deep Listen-

ing finds its place in analytical and aesthetical thinking about music.

45 Hauschka, Mount Hood, [online:] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgph8aPmRJs [acce s-
sed: 12.10.2017].

46 Hauschka Nairobi Concert, [online:] https://dionysusandapollo.tumblr.com/post /89571779382/
the-classical-music-has-changed-dramatically-and [accessed: 12.10.2017].

47 Hauschka’s webpage, [online:] https://www.hauschka-music.com/about [accessed: 12.10.2017].
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From the standpoint of the Deep Listening interpretation mechanism, the 
five different examples presented in this paper show that sound can indeed be 
‘hunted’:

1) through time and space, in such a way that every physical time can be 
‘musicalized’ and, thus, by a mere listening intention, become ‘musical’ 
time;

2) through the process of repetitive technique or through the process of ad-
ditive form, especially when sound is based on rhythm and on a timbre 
that produces a new aesthetic of the sound result, which once was just 
a rustic and imperceptible (clang) sound;

3) through the process of playing and improvising with other musicians, but 
not just by listening to them, but also by listening to the sound that is reg-
ulated by space and the surroundings, as well as by the echo created by 
the surroundings;

4) in the pure analogue sonic ‘space’ produced by the velicon or by the syn-
thesis of the velicon and other instruments (including voice), which are 
constantly engaged in intense dialogue; and

5) in the experimental extension of the piano sound, by creating a collision 
of different sounds in the piano’s resonance box by placing various ob-
jects between the strings, which sometimes results in the piano and ‘ping 
pong’ being played at the same time.

All these experimental realizations show not only the significance and the 
authentic quality of the methods and techniques of the poetical and practical 
(performative) concept of Deep Listening, but also its interpretative analytical 
and philosophical-aesthetic potentiality.

Translated by Jelena Nikezić
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W poszukiwaniu dźwięku „głębokiego” – gdy dźwięki budują muzykę 

Abstrakt

Artykuł dotyczy postrzegania brzmienia z punktu widzenia takich dziedzin, jak muzy-
kologia, psychologia i filozofia, z których każda oferuje inne podejście do tego skompli-
kowanego i wieloznacznego zjawiska. Ludzkie ucho, receptor fal dźwiękowych, zosta-
je „zanurzone” w dźwiękach emitowanych przez różnorodne źródła i ich kombinacje, 
nie są one jednak postrzegane dokładnie w taki sam sposób. Rozważania oparte są na 
koncepcji Pauline Oliveros, wskazującej na różnice między słuchaniem a słyszeniem. 
Główna hipoteza zakłada, że każdy rodzaj dźwięku niesie w sobie potencjał (poetycki 
i estetyczny), by stać się częścią szeroko rozumianej „koncepcji muzycznej” – nie tylko 
jako efekt dodatkowy, lecz także jako główny składnik substancji brzmieniowej. Autor 
przedstawia również nowe możliwości rozumienia procesu tworzenia substancji dźwię-
kowej i jej percepcji związane z przesunięciem akcentu z autonomii twórcy (koncepcja 
obiektywizmu w muzyce) na autonomię słuchacza. 




